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The problem of determining the isomorphisms of the linear groups over 
rings has a long history. It is the purpose of this paper to give a new charac- 
terization of the isomorphisms in terms of equivalences of the underlying 
categories of modules. 
For a ring /1 (always associative with 1) let W,, be the category of right 
(unital) n-modules. For M in YJl,, Ict GL(M) be the group of invertible 
elements of End(M) and let SL(Mj be its commutator subgroup. Let 
u(Cen /i) be the invertible elements of the center of/i and let 
P: GL(M) 4 GL(M)/u(Cen /i) 
be the quotient map. The groups GL(M), U,(M), PGL(M) and PSL(M) are 
the linear groups of M. Let d be another ring and take N in W,. The 
concern hcrc is the explicit description of all the isomorphisms between the 
linear groups of M and those of N. Since the solution of the problem for the 
PSL’s generally implies that for the other groups, focus attention on these. 
Specialize now to the case where /i and II are division rings. A classical 
result of Dieudonnt: [S] asserts that for dim M and dim N > 3, any 
isomorphism 
PSL(M) -+ PSL(N) 
is “standard, ” i.e., is either induced by a semilinear isomorphism between the 
underlying spaces or is the composite of the contragredient (transpose- 
inverse) &morphism with a semilinear. A quick consequence of this 
description is the matricial fact that (for n, m > 3, and A0 the opposite of /1), 
..%.,(A) = X.,(A) 0 n - m and A ‘v A or A’. 
* The author thanks the NSF for its support under grant MCS K-U3106 at the University 
of Notre Dame. 
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In the 1950s and 1960s there are a variety of analogous theorems for a 
variety of rings by various authors. This development reaches a climax in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s with the theorems and methods of O’Meara. 
Refer to [ 12, 13, 191: Let II and d be rings with division rings of quotients D 
and D,, respectively. Let M and N be free of ranks 23. Then any 
isomorphism PSL(M) -+ PSL(N) can be completed to a commutative 
diagram 
PSL(M) -- PSL(N) 
J \ 
PSL(M @ D) -- PSL(N @ 0,) 
with the bottom map a “standard” isomorphism. The matrix analogue 
SL,(A) = SL,(A) 0 n = m and A-nor/i” 
still holds for commutative ,4 and d, but fails in non-commutative situations. 
Refer to the counterexample of ] 131. 
In 1979, Vaserstein [9] observes that the rings /i and A in the counterex- 
ample of O’Meara are Morita equivalent and asks: Does GL,(A) = GL,(A) 
imply that A is Morita equivalent to n or /1”? Recall that two rings ,4 and A 
are Morita equivalent if the categories 9J,, and tm, are equivalent. The 
relevancy of this concept to the present discussion is immediate: /1 is Morita 
equivalent to the matrix ring M,(4); and via block multiplication, 
GL,(M,(A)) N GL,,(A). M ore importantly, there is the following fact: If F: 
!JR,, -+ 9X, is a category equivalence and F(M) = N, then the correspondence 
f -+ F(f) induces an isomorphism 
F: PGL(M) -+ PGL(N). 
These “equivalence type” isomorphisms are explicitly characterized by 
Morita theory. They are generalizations of the matrix isomorphism above 
and include the semilinears. The contragredient isomorphism is generalized 
as follows. Suppose M in %I,, is reflexive. Put ,4 = A,,, X A,,,, possibly 
. . 
trivtally, let A’ = A,,, X /i&, and call any such A’ a twist of/i. Twisting M 
to M’ in YJlm,,, it is easy to construct a “contragredient type” isomorphism 
C,,, : PGL(M) -, PGL(M’). 
Observe, in particular, that Vaserstein’s question must be modified to allow 
twists. At this point consider 
PROPOSITION (*). For arbitrary A and A let M in !JJl,, and N in YJlmd be 
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free with finite bases of ranks 23. Let G be a subgroup of PGL(M) 
containing PSL(M) and let 
#: G -+ PGL(N) 
be a monomorphism with O(G) 2 PSL(N). Then there is a twist A’ of A and 
a category equivalence 
F:9Rm,.-+911, with F(M’) = N 
such that 
@=F. C,,,(,. 
In particular, A’ is Morita equivalent to A. 
This proposition has as quick consequence the following 
COROLLARY. For M and N as above, the following are equivalent: 
(1) There is a twist A’ of A and a categorv equicalence F: mm,, -+ IIJZ, 
such that F(M’) = N. 
(2) GL(M) ‘v GL(N). 
(3) PGL(M) v PGL(N). 
(4) SL(M) = SL(N). 
(5) PSL(M) = PSL(N). 
This corollary, in turn, implies for commutative’ ,4 and A, and n. m > 3. 
that 
SL,(A) = SL,(A) o n = m and A=A. 
This paper verifies Proposition (*) (and analogues for infinite ranks), and 
therefore also its corollary, in two rather diverse situations: 
(1) A and A rings with division rings of quotients, and 
(2) XI and A semisimple Artinian rings. 
Although substantial difficulties will have to be overcome, particularly 
with PSL, the work of McDonald [ 111 and Waterhouse 1211 suggests very 
strongly that (*) holds for commutative rings. Refer also to [ 141. 
Theorem 12.5 of P. M. Cohn 141 suggests that this is also the case for “k- 
rings with degree function.” A subsequent paper will show that (*) also 
’ In this case SL, usually refers to the determinant 1 subgroup rather than the commutator 
subgroup of CL,. Proposition (*) includes this group. and the Corollary and the equivalence 
below apply also to it. 
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holds for maximal orders in central simple algebras. This author knows of no 
counterexamples to Proposition (*). 
On the other hand, refer to (3.4) below, there are heredity orders in a 
quaternion algebra, which show that neither (*) nor its corollary can be 
extended to finitely generated projective modules. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All rings here shall be associative with 1. All subrings contain 1 and all 
modules are unital. Let /i and A, be rings. Denote by YJI,,, ,9X, YJI ,,,, etc., 
the categories of right /l-modules, left n-modules. etc. If M E nZ,t and no is 
the opposite ring of A, then ME ,,,YJl in an obvious way. If ME YJl,, , the 
ring is emphasized by writing M,,, for M, and similarly for ,,M E ,,9Jl and 
*M*, E 2-q 9 the category of (A -/i ,) bimodules. For M E !IJI,, , denote 
Hom,(M,n) by M* and note that M* E ,,9Jl and therefore in YR,,,,. If 
/1, GA, M, E 9Jl,,, and ME YJI,, with M, EM. then it is automatically 
understood that the module structure of M, is inherited from that of M. The 
same understanding is in effect in analogous situations. The “mappings 
opposite scalars” convention will be in effect throughout. If, for example, 
o E Mor 9Jl,, , (T will be written to the left of the element on which it operates. 
As general references for Section 1, consult [ 1-3, 7, 8 1. Recall some basic 
concepts from the theory of categories and modules. All categories and 
functors here are additive. Let 0. and 5J be categories. A covariant functor F: 
(5 --+ 3 is an equivalence of categories, if there is a covariant functor E: 
92 + CI. such that EF is naturally isomorphic to 1 e and FE to 1 c. Any functor 
E with this property is an inverse equivalence of F. Replacing F and E above 
by contravariant functors defines anti-equivalences of categories and their 
inverses. If F: 0 -+ 3 is an equivalence, then for X E Obj C& and Y= 
F(X) E Obj 3, F induces a ring isomorphism 
Mor(X, X) -+ Mor( U, I’) 
given by f + F(f). Restriction gives a group isomorphism between the 
respective groups of units. In the same way, anti-equivalences give rise to 
anti-isomorphisms. 
Let /i and A, be rings and *P,, , and ,, I Q, bimodules. Let 
,u: PO,,, Q-A and cQ@,,P+A, 
be homomorphisms of (/1 - /i) bimodules and (/i, - /i ,) bimodules, respec- 
tively. Denote P(P 0 4) by (A s> apd r(q 0 P) by Is, ~1. If 
(A 4)P’ = PI47 P’l and 4’(A 4) = Is’, PI4 
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‘or all p, p’ in P and q, q’ in Q, then 
is a set of pre-equivalence data or Morila context. If ,u and 7 are surjective? 
and hence isomorphisms, then a set of pre-equivalence data is a set of 
equivalence data. If P, G YJI,, is a progenerator, and A, = End P:, , then there 
is a canonical set 
of equivalence data, namely, that derived from P,, . 
For any bimodule P E ,,!JJI,,, , denote by F,,: mm, + W,,I, the (covariant) 
knctor defined by tensoring with P. Let (/i, A,, .,P,,, ;,,Q,,,p, 7) be a set of 
equivalence data. Then 
(1) P and Q are progenerators both as A and /i , modules, and 
(2) the functor Fp: 9Jl,, -+ !JJl,,, is a category equivalence with inverse 
zqurvalence F, . *m,,4Jl*. 
Conversely, let F: YJI,, + m,,, be a category equivalence with inverse 
:quivalence E: 5137,,, --tmm,. Put P = F(A) and Q = E(A ,). Then 
(1) P = .,P,,, and Q = ,,,Q, are bimodules in a natural way: 
(2) there are isomorphisms p: P @ ,,Q -+ A and 7: Q @ ,P + ,4, of 
(A --A) bimodules and (/i , -A ,) bimodules, respectively, such that 
is a set of equivalence data; and 
(3) the equivalences F and E are isomorphic to the equivalences FF: 
mIl -+ %A, and Fo : mm,, --t !l.JI,, respectively. 
(1.1) EXAMPLE. Let (p: /1+ A r be an isomorphism. Define the change of 
-ing functor F,: IIJ1, --t W,,, via cp- ‘. Then /ii E AW,, in an obvious way. 
Putting P = A,, Fp and F, are isomorphic equivalences. 
(1.2) Let F: mm, + W,,, be a covariant functor. Suppose that 
T: Obj 9X,, -+ Obj YJI,,, X Mar m,,, with M + (T(M), T,) 
;s a map such that T,, : F(M) -+ T(M) is an isomorphism. 
Then Fr: IIJZ, -+ IIR ,,,, given by F’(M) = T(M)for ME Obj YJI,,, and 
F’(f) = Ts F(f) G1 for f E Hom,(M, N), 
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is a covariant finctor which is isomorphic to F by M + T+,. If F is an 
equivalence of categories, then so is FT. 
Proof: Straightforward from definitions. 
(1.3) EXAMPLE. Let F: !IJI,+9JIn,, be an equivalence. Fix M, E W,, 
N, E W,,, and an isomorphism g: F(M,) -+N,. Denote by F”: 9Jl,, -+ W ,,.,, 
the equivalence FT: 9Jl,, --f ‘9Jl,,, where 
G’-(M), T,,) = V, 7 g> if M=M, 
= VTW9 id,& if M#M,. 
Suppose A, ,..., nk are rings and set A =A, x ... x-4,. Let opt: /ii-+,4 be 
the obvious injection and let li be the identity of Ai. Consider M E W,. For 
m E M, set m, = m(0 ,..., 0, 1 i, 0 ,..., 0) and let 
Mi={miJmEM}. 
Observe that m E Mi o m = m,. It is easy to see that M, is a submodule of 
M and that 
M=M,@..- @Mk, 
the unique decomposition of m being m = m, + ... + mk. Via 9,, Mi becomes 
a ,4,-module Mi E W,,. The following proposition is straightforward to 
prove. 
(1.4) Let A =/i, X ..- x Ak and ME 9X,, . Let C be a cardinal. Then 
(1) M has a basis of C elements oM, E Ioz,i has a basis of C 
elements for all i, and 
(2) M is rejlexive oMi E IDzAi is reflexive for all i. 
Let M, N in W, and f E Hom,(M, N). Note that 
(f I M, ,...,f I M,J E MWJJl,,, x .a. X m,,J 
in a natural way. Define a covariant functor 
F: 9J?,, -, YJl,,, x ..a x 9.Q 
F(M) = (M, )..., MJ and F(f I= (f I M, ,..., f I MJ. 
NOW for (M ,,..., Mk) E Y-R,,, X ea. X YJl,,,, set M = M, x . . . x M,, the 
Cartesian product of Ml,..., M, supplied with coordinate-wise operations. 
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Note that A4 E m,, and set 
E(M, ,..., Mk) = M. 
Finally, for 
let 
(f, ,..., fk) E MortW, ,..., M,J, (N, ,...> ~~&I. 
E(f, , . . . . fk): E(M, ,..., M,J -+ E(N, ,..., N/J 
be given coordinatewise. Then E: 9X,,, x . . . x 9J2,,k -+ mA defines a covarianr 
functor. 
(1.5) The finctor F: Iu1, --t mm,, x ..- x ‘9R,,* is a category equivalence 
with inverse equivalence E: 9JI,,, x . . . x W,, + ‘9JI,h. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
(1.6) For each i, 1 < i < k, let Ai and Ai be rings. Suppose that 
Fi: mAi+ mb, 
is a category equivalence for each i. Then 
F:IIR,,x...X~,~~~~,,x...x~m,, 
given by 
F(M, ,..., M/J = (F, 04, L F,dMJ) 
and 
W, y-.., fd = tF,tf,L F&J> 
is a category equivalence. 
Proof: Clear. 
2. EQUIVALENCES, ANTI-EQUIVALENCES AND 
LINEAR GROUPS OVER RINGS 
This section introduces the linear groups over rings and studies the 
isomorphism between linear groups which are naturally induced by 
equivalences and anit-equivalences of module categories. 
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2A. Isomorphisms of Linear Groups Induced by Equivalences 
Let A be a ring and let M E YJI,, . Denote by End(M,,), or more briefly by 
End(M), the ring of endomorphisms of M and by GL(M,) or GL(M) its 
group of units. The group GL(M) is the general linear group of M. For a 
group G, denote by DG its derived or commutator subgroup. The special 
linear group of M is the derived group DGL(M) of CL(M). It is denoted 
SL(M,,) or SL(M). Denote by u(A) and Cen(A) the group of units and the 
center of A, respectively. Note that 
u(A) Cl Cen(A) = u(Cen A). 
For a: E Cen(/i), define ua: M+ M by a,(x) = xa. Then (T, E End(M,,), 
with (I, E GL(M,,) o a E u(Cen A). Let 
RL(M,,,) = (a, 1 a E u(Cen A)}. 
This is a normal abelian subgroup of GL(M,), the group of scalar transfor- 
mations. Let 
be the natural map. The groups PGL(M,) and PSL(M,) are the projective 
general linear and projective special linear groups of M, respectively. 
Observe that PSL(M,) is the derived group of PGL(M,). 
(2.1) Let F: 1131, --* !JJI,,, be a category equivalence. Let ME !IR,,, and put 
F(M) = N. Consider the isomorphism 
F: GL(M,) -+ GL(N,,,). 
Then F(RL(M)) = RL(N), and the equation F(uRL(M)) = (Fu) RL(N) 
deJnes an isomorphism 
F: PGL(M) --t PGL(N). 
Proof: By Morita theory, there is a set of equivalence data 
such that F is isomorphic to F,,. 
Consider now the canonical ring isomorphisms 
A + End(P,,) and A, --) End(,,P), 
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given respectively by left and right multiplication, and denote the induced 
somorphism from Cen A to Cen ,4,, via 
Cen ,4 ‘v Bi End ,,P,, = Cen A, 
OY 9. 
Denote the isomorphism Fz F,, by T and observe that the diagram 
N _ I’(o) -----+N 
TV 
I 
IT, 
k 
MO,P-=f+M@;,P 
commutes for any u E End(M,). 
Now let a E Cen /i be arbitrary, and consider ca E End(M,,). Then. 
(a, 0 1,)(x 0 p) = xa 0 p = x 0 ap = x 0 (PAa)) = (x 0 p) m(a). 
Therefore, Fp(~,) = crocn) E End(MO *P). Now F(cs,) = T.;‘u,~,, T,v = o,(,). 
by the A ,-linearity of TW. Q.E.D. 
(2.2) EXAMPLE. Let o: A -+ A, be a ring isomorphism. Let ME mm., and 
Ml E m,,. Let g: M + M, be a semilinear isomorphism relative to q. i.e., g: 
M -+ M, is a bijection satisfying 
g(x + Y> = ‘F(x) + g(Y) and gw> = d-v> w(l) 
for all x, y in M and i. E A. If M, is faithful, then g uniquely determines ~0. 
Consider the equivalence 
given by (1.1). Then F,(M) = M,, and g: M,, + M, is an isomorphism. 
Now consider the equivalence Fi: W,, 4 9X,,, given by (1.3). Note that 
F:(M) = M, and that the isomorphism 
Fg : End(M) --f End(M,) 
satisfies F:(o) = gag- ‘, all u E End(M). Restriction gives the isomorphism 
Ff,: GL(M) -+ GL(M,). If M, is faithful, denote the equivalence F: and the 
isomorphisms induced by it by FR. 
(2.3) EXAMPLE. Let P E Y-R,, be free with basis ‘2Vl = (y, ,..., JJ,} and put 
A, = End(P,). Now let ME YJI,,, be free with basis X = (xi ,..., x,). Then 
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is a basis for MO A,P E m,. Since F,,: 132,,, + 9JI,, is an equivalence, the 
map 
Fp: End(M,,)-+ End(M@ ,,,P) 
given by F,,(a) = CJ @ 1, is an isomorphism. Let u E End(M!,) have matrix 
S = (sij) in the basis 3 and let A(i, j) be the matrix of sii m 9. Then the 
matrix version of Fp is the isomorphism 
Mat(m, A ,) -+ Mat(nm, A) 
given by S + A, where A is obtained from S by replacing each sij by A (i, j). 
Restriction gives the matrix version 
ofF,: GL(M,,,)+GL(M@,,,P). 
(2.4) EXAMPLE. Let F: W, -+ W,,, be a category equivalence. By Morita 
theory there is a bimodule ,,P,! which is a progenerator both as ,4 and A ,- 
module such that F N Fp. By Exercise 9, p. 202 of [ 11, there is a cardinal C 
such that Pi, E YJI,,, is free. Now put M = /i ‘, and consider 
Therefore, there exist free moduls ME: %I,, and M, E 9JIA,, possibly of 
infinite rank, such that 
F(M) = M, . 
In particular, End(M) ‘v End(M,), CL(M) = GL(M,) and PGL(M) = 
PGL(M,). So if A and A, are Morita equivalent rings, there are free modules 
M E 9X,, and M, ‘E YJI,,, such that CL(M)- GL(M,) and PGL(M)% 
PGL(M,). 
(2.5) EXAMPLE. Let A be a ring and let A and A, be subrings. 
Let ,,P,,, and A,Q,, be bimodules contained in A (operations inherited from 
A) and assume that the maps 
P: PO ,,,Q-A and t: Q@,P-+A 
given by ~(p @ 4) = pq and s(q @I p) = 9p are surjections onto A and A,, 
respectively. Then (/i, A,, P, Q,,u, r) is a set of equivalence data and F,: 
m.4 + WA, is a category equivalence. 
In particular, F,,: End(M,,) + End(M 0 ,,P) and F, : GL(M,J --b 
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GL(M @ ,,P) are isomorphisms for any ME I112,,. Suppose now that 
ME W, is projective. Since, therefore, M is flat, the canonical mappings 
M-+M@,,A and MO,,P-rMO,,A 
are injections. They are homomorphisms of right A and A ,-modules, respec- 
tively. Put VA = (M $3 ,,A), , identify M with its image in V, and, in turn, 
M @ ,,P with 
Observe that the map End(M,) -+ End(V,) given by c+ u @ l,, is injective 
and that one may make the identifications 
and 
End(M,) = (a E End( V,,) / oM E M} 
GL(M,,) = (a E GL( V,) ) oM = M}. 
Since PQ = A, (MP)Q = M. It follows that u E End( V,,) stabilizes M, if and 
only if, it stabilizes MP. One may therefore identify 
End(M $$ ,,P) = (a E End(V,) 1 u(MP) E MP}, 
GL(M @ ,,P) = (a E GL(V,) / u(MP) = MP), 
and, in particular, 
End(M,) = End(M @ ,,P) and GL(M,) = GL(M @ ,,P). 
With these identifications, it is easy to see that the isomorphisms F,, are the 
identity maps. 
(2.6) EXAMPLE. For this example, use the concepts and notation of [ 16 1, 
particularly Chapters 6 and 8. Refer also to 120, Chap. 51. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. Let A be a central 
simple algebra over K and let A and A, be two maximal R-orders in A. Let 
,,a,,, be any normal ideal in A; e.g., take AA, = (c,,j.A, IAEA,A, EA,!. 
Then a-’ = b is a normal ideal *,b,, in A, ab =A and ba =A,. Use 22.7 of 
I16 1. It follows that 
with ,u: a @ ,, ,b-+/f and r: b@,,a+A, given by p(a@b)=ab and 
r(b @ a) = ba is a set of equivalence data. 
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Assume now that the ideal class group of/i, is finite. This is the case for 
example if K is an algebraic number field. Then, there are infinitely many 
natural numbers n such that 
as right .4 , modules. Since F,,: YJI,, --f IIJZ,,, is a category equivalence, it 
follows that for all such n 
End(/i “) rr End(/l:) and GL(A “) cz GL(A ;). 
The example of [ 13, Sect. 71 is a special case of this construction. 
(2.7) EXAMPLE. Let ,4, ,..., A, be rings and put/i =/i, x .-. x/i,. Let 
J-: mrnA -QJJ,,, x -.* x rn,Q 
be the category equivalence of (1.5). Then F induces the isomorphisms 
F: End(M,) + End(M,) X a.. X End(M,) 
and 
F: GL(M,,) + GL(M,) x a-. x GL(M,) 
given by F(o) = (a 1 M, ,..., a 1 MJ. 
It is easily seen that F induces an isomorphism 
F: PGL(M,j -+ PGL(M,) x a.. x PGL(M,) 
in the natural way. 
A similar thing is true for the category equivalence E of (1.5). 
2B. Equivalences and the Contragredient 
For a ring A and its opposite ,4”, consider !Bl,, and YJJI,,,. For fE 
Hom,(M, N), recall the transposef’ E Hom,,(N*, M*j ofS, given by 
f’(g)= g0.L gEN*. 
Consider the contravariant functors 
D,:YR,,-+%R,,, and DA,:9Jlm,,-,~, 
given by D,(M) = M* and D,,(f) = f’, and similarly for D,,,. Now let 
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31213, and WJII,,, be the subcategories of reflexive right ,4 and no modules, 
respectively. The restrictions 
D;, : WJJI,, --t WJJI,,, and D,, : ‘llm,,. -+ WJJI, 
are anti-equivalences. In particular, if ME %I,,, is reflexive. 
End(M,,) D:\ End(M.7,) 
is a ring anti-isomorphism, 
DEFINITION. Let ME W, be reflexive. Then 
C, : GL(M,,) -+ GL(M,;,) 
defined by C,,(a) = D,(o -‘) = (a-‘)’ is an isomorphism of groups, the 
contragredient isomorphism of GL(M,,). 
Remarks. It will be seen shortly that these isomorphisms are not in 
general induced by category equivalences; refer to (2.10) and (2.18). It 
follows easily that C,W takes RL(M,) onto RL(M,f,) and that there is an 
induced isomorphism 
C,,, : PGL(M,) + PGL(M,f,). 
Assume the ring n is decomposable, i.e., there are nonzero, two-sided 
ideals a, and a1 in /i, such that 
A = a, @ a, 
as n-modules. Put A, = a, and A2 = a,, and note that these are rings (with 
1). Make the identification n = /i , x AZ. Now set A ’ = ,4, x .4;. Any such 
ring A’ is called a twist of /1. If /i is commutative. the twists are just the 
different splittings of A. Let ME YJI,, be arbitrary. Recall the construction 
preceding proposition (1.4), and consider M, E IIR,,, and M, E 1131,A2. Let
M’=M, xMf 
be the Cartesian product of M, and MT, and observe that M’ E ‘3X,,,, when 
equipped with coordinate-wise operations. This M’ is the A’-twist of M. 
Recall the category equivalences 
and 
E: YJI,,, x TV,, + m,4. given in (1.5). 
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Assume now that M is reflexive. So M, E W,, and M, E !JJI,,,* are relexive by 
(1.4). Now define the isomorphism 
C,,: GL(M,) -+ GL(M:,.) 
by the commutativity of the following diagram: 
GL W L GL(M,) x GL(M,) 
c*r 
I 
id 
I 
CM* 
I 
CL(W) * GL(M,) x GL(M,*). 
Here C,,,* is the contragredient isomorphism of GL(M,). 
Whether /i is indecomposable or not, let /1’ = /i and A ’ = /1’ be the trivial 
twists of A. If M E !JJl,, , then the /i ‘-twists M’ of M are respectively M itself 
or M*. In the first case define C,,, = C, to be the identity map of CL(M) for 
arbitrary M. In the second situation take M reflexive, and define 
C,,, = C,, = C,, the contragrediet isomorphism. 
The isomorphisms C,, are the (generalized) contragredient isomorphisms 
of CL(M). It is easy to see that C,, induces an isomorphism, 
C, 3 : PGL(M,,) -+ PGL(M,; ,). 
These are the (generalized) contragredient isomorphisms of PGL(M). 
The chief aim of Section 2B is Proposition (2.12) which asserts, roughly, 
that contragredient isomorphisms of linear groups commute with 
isomorphisms that are induced by category equivalences. Propositions (2.8) 
and (2.9) are standard Horn-tensor relations. Since they do not seem to be in 
the literature in this form, proofs are sketched. 
(2.8) Let PE ,YJl,,. Suppose that (P,,,)* is finitely generated and 
projective as right A-module. Let M E 9Jl,., be arbitrary. Then the map 
S,,,: M* @ ,,P* + Hom,,(M@ ,,P,A,) 
given by (s,(f@ g>)(m 0 P) = I(h) g](p), for f E M*, g E p*, m E M 
and p E P, is an isomorphism of right A: modules. 
Proof: Note that P* is a (/1’ -A:) bimodule via *,P,f, and consider the 
diagram 
kf* @ ,,p* - Hom,,P+3 ,,P,A,> 
Hem,, CM Horn,,, P, A I>>. 
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Here the map on the top is S,. The other two maps are standard. Refer, for 
example, to Proposition lb, p. 268 and Corollary (i), p. 271 of 13). These 
two maps are A: isomorphisms. Now show that the diagram commutes. 
Q.E.D. 
For a reflexive module M E Xn, denote the canonical isomorphism 
by m + O,,,, where O,(f) =f(m). Recall that a module P E ,9Jl,,,, is inuer- 
tibfe, if there is a set of equivalence data (A, A r, ,4P,, , ,, , Q,, , ,B, 5). 
(2.9) Let P E ,,!Bt,,, be invertible. Then P,,, is rejlexiue. If M E mm;, is 
reflexive, then M @ ,,P E YBI,,, is rejlexive, and the map 
M** @ A(P,,)** -+ (MB ,\P)** 
given by 9, ~3 9, + c!?,,,~, is an isomorphism of right A,-modules. 
Proof Since P,, is finitely generated and projective, it is reflexive. Since 
(P,,,)” = Hom,l(P,,, A,) is isomorphic to Hom,(,P, A) as (A, -A) 
bimodules, and since ,,P is finitely generated and projective, it follows that 
(P,4,)* is finitely generated and projective as right /i-module. By (2.8) we 
have the /iy-isomorphism 
S,: M~~,,,P*-,Hom,,(MO,,P,n,). 
Now let (A/f , , ,,P,,,, ,,, Q,, p, r) be a set of equivalence data. 
Since P z Hom,,(Q, /i ,) and Q 2 Hom,,(P, ,4 ,) as bimodules, it follows 
that (P,?,)“* z P as bimodules. In particular, (P,A,)** is finitely generated 
and proJective as left A-module and therefore as right A”-module. Note that 
P4,)“” = wQp>* and apply (2.8) to A’, AO(P*),,P and M* E mm:,,. 
There is, therefore, an isomorphism of right A ,-modules 
‘: M** @ ,(P,{)** -+ Hom,&M* 3 ,,,P*, A:) 
given by (O@p)‘(S@ g)= [(OS)cp](g) for tlEM**. a,E (P,,,)**,fE M* 
and g E (p.4,>*. 
Note that Hom,,.$(M* @ ,,OP*),,Y,Ay) = Hom,,(:,,(M* @ AOP*), A,) and 
consider the followmg diagram of right .A ,-modules and A ,-homomorphisms: 
M@.P- M”* @ ,,(P,,,)** 
(M&P)**- Hem: ,(M* o ,,P, A I). 
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The map on the left is evaluation, the map on top is the obvious /i,- 
isomorphism and the right map is the A,-isomorphism’. Define the bottom 
map by composition with S,W. This too is a /i,-isomorphism. 
Routine calculation sows that the diagram commutes. The conclusions of 
the proposition are now clear. Q.E.D. 
(2.10) Let F: rm, + YJI,, be a category equivalence. If ME YJI,, is 
reflexive, then so is F(M) E !Ul,,, . 
Proof: Apply (2.9) and Morita theory. 
Notation. If (A, A,, AP,,,, ,,, Q,,, p, t) is a set of equivalence data, then 
the map 
Q-R,,)* 
given by q--t rq4’ where r,(p) = r(p @ q), is an isomorphism of (4, - /i)- 
bimodules. Denote this isomorphism by T also. For any M E %Jl,, let S,W be 
the isomorphism of (2.8). 
(2.11) Let @,A,, ,,P,,, A, Q,,,u, z) be a set of equivalence data. 
Consider the diagram 
Then T: Obj ITR,, -+ Mor m,, given by TV : M* @ ,,OQ -+ (M @ AP)* with 
TV = S,W . (1 @ T) defines a natural isomorphism T: F, D, -+ D, ,F,, of 
contravariant jiinctors. 
Proof Let u E Hom,(M, N), and consider the diagram 
M* 0 ,,oQ 
de3 ly - N”@,,Q 
l@r 
I I 
I3r 
M* @ ,,p* 
O’@ 1,. 
- N*@..P* 
sM 
I 
is4 
(MO ,,P)* t=Jf- (NO nP)*. 
A straightforward check shows that both parts of the diagram commute. 
Q.E.D. 
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Notation. Let (A,A 1, nf’,,~ .\jQ,,w> b e a set of equivalence data, and 
consider the equivalence Fo: YJI,,, + m,4p. Let N E a,,,. Let 
T: Obj m,,, + Obj ‘W,,; x Mor 9JIm:,; 
be the following map: If IV= M * for some (and hence some unique) 
M E m,, put (T(N), T\,) = ((M @ ,,P)“, TV) with r, as in (2.11); if N # M” 
for any M E IIR,,, let (T(N), 7’,) = (F&V), idFQCN,). Now let Fc: YJI,,, - !IJ,, 
be the equivalence given by (1.2). 
(2.12) Let (AA,, *P,,,, ;,, Q,, , ,a, 5) be a set of equivalence data. 
if M E YJI,, is rejlexive, then M @ ,,P E IIR, is reflexive and the following 
diagram of group isomorphisms commutes: 
Proof: The reflexivity of M @ ,&P is given by (2.10). The commutativity 
of the diagram follows from (1.2) and the commutativity of the diagram of 
the proof of (2.11). Q.E.D. 
2C. Elementary Transvections and a Converse 
This section investigates basic properties of linear groups over rings. Its 
chief aim is the proof of (2.20) and (2.21). These propositions provide a 
converse to (2.5). 
Let a ring A and a module V E ‘mA be given. and let n be a subring of A. 
For a subset S of A, and a subset P of either A or V, define 
PS- (\‘psIpEP.sEA < 
k i 
This is a subset of A in the first case and one of V in the second. If S is a 
submodule of A,, , then clearly PS E YJI,,. 
Now let ME V be a right /i-module such that MA = V. Assume further, 
that every element in End(M,) extends uniquely to an element in End(k’,,). 
Therefore identify 
and 
End(M,) = (a E End( V,) 1 aM E M} 
GL(M,) = {a E GL( VA) 1 aM = M}. 
481/77.‘2-I7 
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So consider, 
End(M) g End(v) and GL(M) G GL( v). 
(2.13) EXAMPLE. Suppose ME !JJl,, is projective. Put V= M @ ,A E 
m,. The map M+ V given by x +x@ 1 is an injection. Let M, be the 
image of M. SO 
M,= Xx@AE VlxEM,AEA . 
I fin I 
Clearly MN M, ‘v M @ ,,A as right A-modules. Identifying A4 with M,, 
consider M & V. Clearly MA = V, and every element in End(M,,) extends 
uniquely to an element in End(V,). Refer to (2.5). 
Let u E V and f E V* with f(v) = 0 be fixed. Define 
by rJx> = x + of(x). It is easy to see that t,,/E GL( v) with inverse r -,:,j 
and that for cr E GL( v), 
0‘5,,f(T - ’ = 5”c,fo-I. 
Suppose now that VA is free with (possibly infinite) basis X = (x,}~,,. For 
i E I, define fi E V* by J(xi) = 6,. Henceforth assume Card X > 2. 
Let i, j E I with if j. The transformations 7xim,f, with u E A are the 
elementary transvections of GL(V). Let E,(V) be the subgroup of GL(V) 
generated by 
and let E,(M) be the subgroup of GL(M) generated by 
Since the inverse of 7x,a,fi is 7-,,,,fi and since 
5 x,,,fp) c M-a -w~P) c MY 
it follows that 
7 x,,,r;w) G M - L,,,f,(W = M. 
Suppose from now on that the module M is the A span of X. It is now easy 
to see that 
7 +@f) = M o a E A. 
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(2.14) Suppose Card X > 2. Then the centralizer of E,(M) in GL(M) is 
RL(M). 
ProoJ It suffices to show that the centralizer is contained in RL(M). So 
assume that r-7 E GL(M) satisfies 
for all i#j and I EA. So 
(Oxi) n((Ja-‘>(X)> = (xiA)(J;:x) (*) 
for all x E M, A E A. Put (TX, = ,Fk xkAk, A, E /i. Using (*) with x = axj and 
A= I gives 
uxi = Xi&. 
Similarly, o-‘xi =xiAi. Clearly ;li is invertible with A:’ = Ai. By (*), 
fja--’ = A,: ‘f,. Using (*) again, with x = xj and ,I E A arbitrary, gives 
This shows with A= 1 that ,Ii = ;li, and again with arbitrary A, that 
lli E Cen A n u(A). It is now clear that o E RL(M). Q.E.D. 
(2.15) Suppose Card X > 3. Then 
DE,(M) = E,(M). 
Proof. If i, j, k are distinct, 
TxicL or, = [Gp.Q Lk.O/il’ 
Now let P: GL(M) + GL(M)/RL(M) be the natural map. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.16) Suppose Card X > 3. Then the centralizer of PE,(M) in PGL(M) 
is tridal. 
Proox Let Pa, u E GL(M) be any element in this centralizer and let 
r E E,(M) be arbitrary. Since P(m) = P(m), mu..’ =/Is, p E u(Cen A). Now 
let s = T,,~,~ be one of the generators of E,(M). By the formula of the proof 
of (2.15), r = t,tZr;lr;l, ti E E,(M). Since utiu-’ =piri, uru-’ = r. By 
(2.14), u E RL(M). Q.E.D. 
(2.17) Suppose Card X > 3. Let G be a subgroup of PGL(M) with 
G 2 PSL(M). Let 
@: G + PGL(M) 
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be a homomorphism such that the restriction of 0 to PSL(M) is the identity 
map. Then @ is the identity map. 
Proof Let Pa with u E CL(M) be an arbitrary element of G, and let Ps 
with r E SL(M) be arbitrary in PSL(M). By normality, 
(Po)(Pr)(Po) - ’ E PSL(M). 
Therefore, 
(@(Po))(P7)(@(Pu)-‘) = (Po)(Pr)(Po) ‘. 
In particular, (Pa))’ @(Pa) is in the centralizer of PSL(M). By (2.15), it is 
in the centralizer of PI?,(M). Q.E.D. 
(2.18) Suppose Card X > 3. Then there does not exist an anti- 
isomorphism @ of End(M,) such that 
qu>=u-’ for all (5 E E,(M). 
ProoJ Assume @ exists. Let i, j, k be distinct. Put u, = rXi.& - 1 y and 
u2 = r Xk*fi - 1,. Since r,J= 7x,,/, 
@(a,) = -u, and 
and, in particular, that @(~,a,) = u2u,. Checking on X, shows that CJ, u2 = 0 
and u2u, # 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If Card X = 2 with /i commutative, there is such an anti- 
isomorphism. Consider 
(p !)- (“, -3 
(2.19) Let A and A, be subrings of A. Let V E %I,, be free with basis X. 
Let M E mm, be the A-span of X, and let M, E 9X,,, be arbitrary with 
M, E V. 
Suppose Card X > 2 and that the transformations of E,(M) stabilize M,. 
Then there is a bimodule *PA, c A such that M, = MP. 
Proof: Let X = (x,Jie,. For i E I, put Pi = (a E A 1 X,U E M, !. Clearly Pi 
is a right /i, module contained in A and 
1 XI Pi E Ml for piEPi. 
fin 
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Since r,,,$M) = M, x&M,) c M,. In particular, 
xiPj=Xi~(XjPj) ~ x~~(M,) ~ M,. 
So Pj C_ Pi, and by symmetry Pi = Pi. Put P = Pi. 
Let x E M, be arbitrary. Set x = xfin ~,a,. ai E A. Since 
rxi,&d E M, 3 xi.fJx) E M, 
So xiaj E M, and aj E P. So 
M, g MP. 
It remains to show that P is a left A module. Let 1 E /1 be arbitrary. Since 
rXin.r, E E,(M). xi@JM,) G M,. So x,iP C_ M,, and hence j.P c P. QED. 
(2.20) Let A and A, be subrings of A. Suppose V E W, has bases X and 
3. Let ME 9JI,,, and M, E !JJI,,, be the A-span of I and the A,-span of 9, 
respectively. 
Assume that Card X > 2, Card 3 > 2, E,(M) E GL(M,) and E8(M,) c 
GL(M). Then there is a set of equivalence data 
such that 
(1) P and Q are contained in A, and ,u: P@ ,,,Q-+A and r: 
Q $$ n P + A, are given by ,u( p $$ q) = pq and r(q @ p) = qp. 
(2) MP=M, and M,Q=M, and 
(3) the canonical maps M @ ,,P + MP and M, 3 ,,,Q + M, Q are 
isomorphisms of A, and A modules, respectively. 
Proof: By (2.19) there are bimodules ,P,,, and ,.,,Q,, in A such that 
M, = MP and M=M,Q. 
Since xi xipi -+ xi (xi @ pi) is the inverse of M @ ,,P + MP, this map is an 
isomorphism. The same is true for M, @ A ,Q -+ M, Q. 
It remains to prove, refer to the vasic properties of sets of pre-equivalence 
data, that 
PQcA, QPzA, 
andthat 1Eimpand 1Eimr. 
Let p E P and q E Q be arbitrary. Since xi p E M, , 
xip = \,: yjaj, aj E A,. 
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SO x,pq = c,yjajq. Since Q is a left A, module a,q E Q, hence xipq EM, 
so pq E A. Therefore, PQ CA, and similarly QPc A,. The equations 
MP = M, and M, Q = M imply that M(PQ) = M. This in turn gives 1 E PQ. 
So 1 E imp. Similarly 1 E im 5. Q.E.D. 
Finally, let 
P, : GL( V,) + GL( V,)/RL( V,,) 
be the natural map of GL(V,). 
If u(Cen A) c Cen A, then it is clear that P, J(;,,,,+,) has kernel RL(M), and 
in particular that P, induces an injection 
PGL(M)+P,GL(V). 
Consider PGL(M) as subgroup of P, GL( v) in this case. 
(2.21) Suppose A and A, are subrings of A satisfying u(Cen A) c Cen A 
and u(Cen A,) s Cen A. Suppose V E mmA has bases X and 13. Let M E WI, 
and M, E ITn,,, be the A span of X and the A, span of ‘J, respectively. 
Assume that Card X > 3, Card ‘I) > 3, PSL(M) c PGL(M,) and 
PSL(M,) c PGL(M). 
Then all the conclusions of (2.20) hold. 
Proof: Verify the hypotheses of (2.20) as follows: 
Let T be one of the generators of E,(M). By (2.15) and its proof, 
-I -1 T = 5, T2T, T2 with TV E SL(M). 
Now a, '5, and aZTZ are in GL(M,), for a, and aI in u(Cen A). So 
T= (a,T,)(a,T,)(a,T,>-‘(cr,s,>-‘, 
and T E GL(M,). So E,(M) s GL(M,), and similarly Ew(M,) c GL(M). 
Q.E.D. 
3. ISOMORPHISMS OF LINEAR GROUPS OVER 
SEMISIMPLE RINGS AND INTEGRAL DOMAINS 
It is the purpose of this section to show that the isomorphisms (or more 
generally, certain monomorphisms) of the linear groups over semisimple 
rings or integral domains with division rings of quotients are composites of 
contragredient isomorphisms with isomorphisms induced by category 
equivalences. 
Recall the following notation. For a semilinear isomorphism of modules g, 
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Fx denotes the category equivalence of (2.2) and the group isomorphisms 
induced by it. Refer to (2.1) also. If 
is a set of equivalence data, then Fp and F, denote the category equivalences 
of Section 1 and also the group isomorphisms induced by them. Finally 
recall (1.3), the notation there, and the definition of the contragredient 
isomorphisms C, and C,,. 
3A. The Simple Case 
Let /f be an Artinian simple ring and put li = End Vu, where V is a finite- 
dimensional right vector space over a division ring D. Consider the set of 
equivalence data 
derived from VD. Take now the category equivalence F,: !JX,A + 9X,, with 
inverse equivalence F,. : 9Rm, + !Jll,, . Since FY.(D) z V,:, and equivalences 
preserve simple modules, I’: is up to isomorphism the unique simple module 
in 9X,,. Recall that any ME m,, is the direct sum of simple modules and 
that length(M) is the number of summands appearing. It is clear that 
length(M) = dim(M @ ,, v), 
for finite or infinite cardinalities. In particular, 
length@ :,) = dim V, . 
Let ME mm, and consider the isomorphism 
F,,: PGL(M) -+ PGL((M @ ,\ I’),,). 
If length(M) is infinite, then by 3.5 of [ 18 1, PGL(M) = P&5(M) and by 
Section 3 of [ 181, this group is not simple. If length(M) is finite and 22 (and 
Card D > 4, if length(M) = 2), th en by II, Section 2 of [5 1, for example. 
P%(M) is a non-Abelian simple group. 
Now let A be another simple Artinian ring and put A = End W,,l, with W 
a finite-dimensional right vector space over a division ring D,. As above, 
consider the category equivalences F,: W, -+ 1132,, and F,. : %I,, -+ ‘9Jlmd. Let 
NE WI,. The facts just stated about PGL(M) and PSL(M) are, of course, 
true for PGL(N) and PSL(N) also. Consider now the isomorphism of d- 
modules 
f: F,.(N @ A w) -+ N 
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given by. the composite 
F,.(N@,W)=N@d(W&,,W*)=N. 
Then Ff,..: 1131,), + !JJIA is a category equivalence satisfying Ff,.(N @ d W) = 
N. So there is the induced isomorphism 
Ff,. : PGL((N @ d W),,) --$ PGL(h?. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let A = End Vu and A = End W,,, be simple Aritinian 
rings, with V, and W,, finite-dimensional vector spaces over division rings D 
and D, , respectively. 
Let ME W, and NE ill, be arbitrary with lengths >3. Let G be a 
subgroup of PGL(M) containing PSL(M) and let 
@‘: G --) PGL(N) 
be a monomorphism such that Q(G) 2 PSL(N). 
Then length(M) = length(N) and either, 
( 1) D ‘v D, and there is a semilinear isomorphism 
g:WO,,O,+(NO,W),, 
such that 
or 
(2) Do ‘v D, and there is a semilinear isomorphism 
h: (M* 0 ,,O I’*& + (N 0 d W),>, 
such that 
@ = F’,. FhF,. C, I(;. 
Moreover, (2) is impossible if length(M) = length(N) is infinite. 
ProoJ First a reduction of the problem: It can be assumed that 
G = PSL(M) and that @ is an isomorphism from PSL(M) onto PSL(N). 
If PSL(M) = PGL(M) and PSL(N) = PGL(N), this is obvious. So by the 
discussion preceding the theorem, assume length(M) and length(N) are both 
finite. Taking derived groups shows that @ restricts to an isomorphism from 
PSL(M) to PSL(N). Consider the isomorphism 
F, : PGL(M) -+ PGL((M @ ,, V),). 
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By (2.16), it follows that the centralizer of PSI,(M) in PGL(M) is trivial. In 
particular, the proof and conclusion of (2.17) hold for G and PGL(M). if. 
therefore, the restriction of @ to P&5(M) is characterized as required, then 
so is @. 
Consider the diagram of isomorphisms 
PSL(M) -L PSL(N) 
where (PI is the isomorphism that makes the diagram commute. 
Let U & (M @ ,,\ V)” be the D span of a dual basis of a basis of M 8 .z V. 
By 6.6 of [ 13 1 (with a = o = D and M = V), PGL(M @ ,, v) is a subgroup of 
PTL(M 0 ,, v) which is full of projective transvections relative to U. The 
same is true for PSL(M @ ,, V). Refer to the proof of 5.2.3 of [ 121, if 
dim(M @ ,, V)D is finite. The same fact holds also for PSL(N@ A IV). 
Theorem 5.3 of [ 13 1, and its extension in 1191 to dimensions 23, now 
provides either a semilinear isomorphism 
such that 
or 
such that 
Observe, refer to 6.7 of [ 131 and its proof, that the second situation is 
possible only if the underlying dimensions, i.e.. the lengths of M and N, are 
finite. So in the second situation U = (M @ ,, y)*. Observe also that D z D, 
or Do ‘v D, , and that length(M) = length(N), since semilinear isomorphisms 
preserve dimension. If g exists, the theorem is proved. 
Suppose that h, exists. Then, in particular, dim(M @ ,, V),, and 
dim(N @ d W),, are finite. 
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Consider the commutative diagram of isomorphisms 
PSL(M)-t PSL(N) 
Since F,(M) = (M @ A V), is reflexive, so is M by (2.10). Expand the above 
diagram as follows: 
PSL(M)-% PSL(N) 
FV 
J 
Cb /“c,l [.., 
PSL(M,*.) w. 
1 
2 
PSUMOAV) =.mv , PSL((M @ ,, v>*> .L!!!+ PSL(N@,W). 
Here PSL(M,*,) --$ PSL((M @ ,, V)*) is induced by the isomorphism Ft. of 
(2.12) and the remark preceding (2.12), as applied to the set of equivalence 
data, 
By (2.12), the left quadrilateral of the diagram commutes. Since the top 
triangle commutes also, so does the right quadrilateral. In particular, 
@C,'=Ff,.FhlFr Y' * 
Consider 
and denote the composite semilinear isomorphism by h. Finally, consider the 
diagram 
GUM,*,) '"GL((M&V)") 
I I:~. i 1 1 I;*1 
GL(M*&,,v*)~ GL(N@,W). 
For aE GL(Mz,), 
FhlF;.(a)= h,(F;.(c~))h,-' = h,i'-,F,.(a)T?;;'h,' =FhF,.(a). 
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Therefore, 
@C,;’ = F”,. FhF V‘ * Q.E.D. 
Remark (1). Note that a given @ is described by exactly one of the 
equations in the statement of the theorem. Refer to 5.3 of [ 131 for example. 
It follows from Sections 2A and 2B that a map @ defined by the equations 
of the theorem determines a monomorphism from G into PGL(N) with image 
containing PSL(N). 
Remark (2). Let G be a subgroup of CL(M) containing SL(M). Let 
CD: G + CL(N) 
be a homomorphism with kernel in Cen G and range containing SL(N). 
Utilizing the isomorphism F,: CL(M) + GL(M @ ,, I’) in combination with 
(2.1), (2.14) and (2.15), one obtains that Cen G = G n RL(M) and similarly 
for Cen Q(G). In particular, @(G n RL(M)) equals @(C)n RL(N). It is 
now straightforward to characterize @ in terms of the isomorphisms 
(nonprojective version) of the statement of the theorem in combination with 
“radial” homomorphisms. Refer to 5.10 of 1131, for example. In fact, if 
length(M) is finite? then since PSL(M) is simple, the assumption on ker @ 
does not have to be made. 
Remark (3). If the lengths of M and N are either both equal to 2, or if 
one is 2 and the other 3, then there are counterexamples to the theorem. 
Refer for example to Section 5.6 of [ 121. It seems probable that for 
length(M) and length(N) both >2, all counterexamples arise from those. 
Refer also to ] 171. If length(M) = 1, CL(M) is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative group of D” and general results seem hopeless in this situation. 
(3.la) COROLLARY. Let ME YJI,, and NE !VIJn, be arbitrary with 
lengths 23. Suppose that length(M) is finite. 
Then the following are equivalent 
(1) length(M) = length(N) and A or A” is Morita equivalent o A. 
(2) There is a category equivalence F: !JJI,, -+ 1132, with F(M) = N. or 
E: YJI,,,-+9JI, with E(M*) = N. 
(3) CL(M) = CL(N). 
(4) PGL(M) N_ PGL(N). 
(5) SL(M) 2: SL(N). 
(6) PSL(M) N PSL(N). 
Proof. We may assume that ,4 = End(V,) and A = End( W,,) for linite- 
dimensional vector spaces V and W over division rings D and D, . 
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From Sections 1 and 2A it is clear that (2) * (3) q (5) and that 
(2) 3 (4) G- (6). For (5) 3 (6), proceed as follows: Consider F,: .X(M) + 
SL(M@ ,,I(). By (2.14) and (2.15), Cen Z(M) = X(M) n RL(M), and 
Cen X(N) = SL(N) n M(N). By factoring centers, clearly (5) + (6). Since 
(6) + (2) follows from the theorem and (2) 3 (1) is trivial, it finally remains 
to show that (I) + (2). If /1 w d, let F, : W, --f %R, be a category 
equivalence. Put F,(M) = N, . Now length(M) = length(N), so 
length(N) = length(M) = length(N,). 
In particular, N 2: N, . So by (1.3) there is an equivalence F: !JJl,, -+ 1131, such 
that F(M) = N. Proceed similarly in the other case. So (1) * (2). Q.E.D. 
Remark. If length(M) is infinite, a simpler result holds. Just drop the 
reference of A” in (l), delete E in (2) and leave (3) - (6) unchanged. The 
proof is identical. 
3B. The Semisimple Case 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let A and A be semisimple Artinian rings. Let M E mm:, 
and NE YX, be free of ranks >3. 
Let G be a subgroup of PGL(M) containing PSL(M) and let 
@: G + PGL(N) 
be a monomorphism with O(G) 2 PSL(N). 
Then there is a twist A’ of A and a category equivalence 
with F(M’) = N, where M’ is the A’ twist of M, such that 
@=FC,,),. 
Moreover, rank M is infinite o rank N is inJnite; and in this case A’ = A, 
M’ = M and C, c is the identity map. 
ProojI For a ring isomorphism a, let E, denote the equivalence of (1.1). 
Since A is semisimple Artinian, there is an isomorphism (D: 
A+A,x--.xA,, where Ai = End(Y,) with V, a finite-dimensional right 
vector space over a division ring. Consider E,(M) E ?lR,,,, . . x,,k and set 
E,(M) = ni. Let 
F: 9Jl *,x...x~,~~m,*x...x~,x 
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be the equivalence of (1.5). Refer to (2.1) and consider the isomorphisms 
LO PGL(M) - PGL(fi) --fk PGL(ti,) x . . . x PGL(ti,). 
Restriction gives PSL(M) = PSL(fi,) X ... X PSL(fi,). By (1.4), A, is a 
free /l,-module of rank equal to rank M. By the discussion preceding (3.1), 
PSL(&?,) is a perfect group, and so P,SL(M) is perfect. The same is true for 
PSL(N). So restriction of the monomorphism @ gives an isomorphism 
@: PSL(M) + PSL(N). 
By (2.17) it suffices to prove the theorem in this special case. 
As above, let y: d -+ A, x q .a x A, be an isomorphism, where di = End( W,), 
wi a finite-dimensional right vector space over a division ring. Let 
N = E,(N) and consider the isomorphism 
E,-, : PSL(@ --) PSL(N) 
induced by E,-,. By (1.5) and (1.3), there is a category equivalence 
E:‘JJZ,, x a-. x~JI,,-+~~,....~,, 
such that E(@,,..., G,) = fi. Let the isomorphism 6: PSL(&?) -+ PSL(@ be 
defined by the diagram 
PSL(M) -c PSL (!V) 
and consider 
PSL(fi,) x *-* x PSL(&i$)‘-I-, PSL(G) -5 PSL(ti) 
s PSL(fi,) x *.. x PSL($,). 
By the introduction to Section 3A, PSL(h?,) ‘v PSL(U,), where Ui is a 
vector space over a division ring with dim Ui > 3. If dim Ui is finite, then 
PSL(U,) is simple. Hence it is indecomposable. If dim Uj is infinite, the same 
is true by Theorem B of [ 18 1. So PSL(a,), and similarly PSL(fl’,) are 
indecomposable. It now follows from a theorem of Kurosh, refer to Chap- 
ter XI of [IO], that k = I, and that there are a z E Per{ l,..., n) and 
isomorphisms 
e, : PSL(lq& + PSL(~J 
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such that the diagram 
PSL(M) -5 PSL(h2) I’ PSL(&) x * *- x PSL(A&) 
0 
1 
6 
I I 
6) 
PSL(N)=PSL(@ d-- PSL(fi,)X *-* x PSL(&) 
commutes, where 8 is the isomorphism determined by n and the Bi. 
Replacing a, by the isomorphism np: ,4 + /in(,) x . . . x /inckJ, allows the 
assumption that II, in particular its action above, is trivial. 
By (3.1) there is for each i, 1 2 i < k, a category equivalence Fi: 
m/ii 7 miii with Fi(ki) = gi or an equivalence Ei: YJI,p -+ ‘9JIAi with 
E,((M,)*) = Ni, such that 
Observe, moreover, that if rank M if infinite then so is length(G,) for all i by 
(1.4). Thus length(fii) and rank N are both infinite and the E situation never 
arises in this case. Now let rr’ E Per{ l,..., k) be a permutation such that for 
n’(l),..., x’(j) the F situation holds and such that for n’(j + l),..., n'(k) the E 
situation holds. Replacing u, by &a, and y by x’y, allows the assumption that 
PSL(fip+ PSL(lG,)X *.* x PSL(h2,) 
I id I C,i,, 
6 PSL(h$)X *** x PsL((lG,)*) 
i 
I,., 1 I EL 
PSL(lig 6PSL(Is,) x *.- x PSL(&) 
commutes. 
Let A(,) =A, X **’ X "j9 A(*)=Aj+j X ‘** X/i, and similarly, 
d(,, = d, x -.a x d, and d(,, = Aj+, x -e- x A,. Assume that A(,,, /i,,,, A(,,, 
do, are all nonzero. The argument in the other cases is a trivial modification 
of what follows. 
Consider the commutative diagram of isomorphisms 
PsL(lo)-PsL(ti,,,)xPsL(fi,,,)-PsL(h2,)x *a. x PSL(ti,) 
I id I COW I id 1 r.h” 
6 PSL(ni,,,)xPSL(k,*,)-PSL(~,)X ... x PSL(l@) 
I 
I I 1 j.1 I El 
PS&ti) -PSL(fi,,,) x PSL(N,,,) -PSL(N,) x ..* x PSL(N,) 
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induced by obvious category equivalences. Refer to (1.5) and the discussion 
preceding (2.8). This gives a characterization of d in terms of contragredient 
isomorphisms and isomorphisms induced by category equivalences. Now put 
and 
a, = p-‘(A, x *‘* XAj X (0) X ‘** X (0)) 
a, = q-'((0) x "' X (O} X llj+l X “* X ll,)* 
Clearly a, and a, are ideals in /i and (i = a, @ a?. A reference to the 
construction of the generalized contragredient isomorphisms completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. It is possible to give a more precise description of the 
equivalence F. This was done in (3.1) for the simple case: is rather more 
complicated here, however. The assumption that M and N are free seems to 
be much stronger than necessary. All that is needed in the proof is that the 
components Mi of M, which are modules over the simple rings /li, all have 
lengths 23 (and similarly for N). Finally, observe that Remark (2) following 
(3.1) carries over to the present situation. 
(3.2a) COROLLARY. Suppose ME YJI,, and NE ‘%I, are free of ranks 
>3. Suppose rank M isJinite. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) There is a twist A’ of A and a category equivalence F: W,,, -+ IIR, 
such that F(M’) = N. 
(2) GL(M) = GL(N). 
(3) PGL(M) N PGL(N). 
(4) SL(M) 2: Z(N). 
(5) PSI,(M) N PSL(N). 
Proof. Refer to the proof of Corollary 3.1 a. 
Remark. If rank M is infinite, replace (1) by: There is a category 
equivalence F: 3R,, + Iu1, such that F(M) = N. Then the same conclusion 
holds. 
3C. The Domain Case 
Let /i be an integral domain that possesses a division ring of quotients. 
say D. This means that II is a subring of D such every a E D can be 
expressed in the form a =ic,n;’ and a=;l;‘l, with J. , ,..., i., in A. 
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Let ME W, be a free module. Consider M 0 ,,D E YII, and note that 
rank M, = dim(M 0 ,, D)D. 
Now observe that x -+ x @ 1 is an injection M--f M 0 ,,D with image 
(C(x@1)IxEM,%EA} 
and denote this image by M @A. Let GL(M @ .4) = (o E GL(M $9 ,,D) I 
a(M@A)=M@A} and note that 
GL(M)-+ GL(M@A) 
given by u -+ (J @ 1, is an isomorphism of groups. 
Let P be the projection map of GL(M) and P, that of GL(M @ ,,D). 
Consider 
GL(M)+GL(M@A)+P,GL(M@A). 
By the discussion preceding (2.21), this induces an isomorphism 
PGL(M) + P, GL(M @ A). 
Assume now that rank M > 3. Let G be a subgroup of PGL(M) containing 
PSL(M), and let G, be the image of G under the isomorphism above. Now 
refer to [ 13 ], particularly Sections 3 and 6. Note that M @ /i is a free /i- 
module on the D space M @ ,,D. 
LEMMA. The group G,, is a subgroup of P,TL(M @ ,, D) which is full qf 
projective transvections relative to the total subspace D(M @ A)” of 
(M 0 ,,D)*. 
Proof: Put V= M 0 ,,D, and identify M @ /i with M. So there is a basis 
X = {x,JiE, of V such that M is the /1 span of X. If Card X is finite, then refer 
to 5.2.3 of ] 121 and its proof. So assume Card X is infinite. By 6.6 of [ 131, 
with a = ,4, GL(M) is full of transvections relative to DM#. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that, for v E M and f E M# with 
f(v) = 0, there is a nonzero 1 E/i, such that 
We construct: w E M. g E M# such that g(v) = 0, f(w) = 0 and g(w) # 0. 
Then 
7”.R(w)J = k&R 7 %.,I 
and clearly t,,,R(WJJ E SL(M). 
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Put L’ = C xi& and let W be the (finite-dimensional) subspace of I’ 
spanned by those xi with i., # 0. Pick w E ker f with IV @G W. By 6.1 of 113 1, 
take WE kerfnA4. Put w= Cxjyj, with j~,# 0 for some x, @ W. Define 
f, E V” by 
f/w = 4, 
and observe thatf, E A@. Set g = f,. Q.E.D. 
Let A be another integral domain with division ring of quotients, say I),. 
and let NE 9JI, be free of finite rank >3. The facts just discussed hold also 
in this situation. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Suppose A and A are integral domains with ditiision 
rings of quotients D and D, , respectively. Let M E m,, and N E ‘331, be jiiee 
modules of ranks 23. 
Let G be a subgroup of PGL(M) containing PSL(M) and let 
@p: G -+ PGL(N) 
be a monomorphism such that a(G) 3 PSL(N). 
Then there exist a ring A, c D with D as division ring of quotients. and a 
set of equivalence data 
with P and Q contained in D and the isomorphisms 
PU:PS ;,,Q-A and r: Q@ ,P+A, 
given by p(p @ q) = pq and t(q $$ p) = qp such that either 
(1) A, = A. and there is a semilinear isomorphism 
with 
g: PCS ,,P),,, --) N 
or 
(2) AT = A, and there is a semilinear isomorphism 
with 
h: (M” 0 ,,cQ),,? --+ N 
@ = FhFoC,,l,. 
Moreover, rank M = rank N and (2) is impossible if rank M is infmite. 
481:77.‘2 I8 
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Proof: Put @G=H. Consider the isomorphism PGL(M) + 
P, GL(M@ A) and its analogue PGL(N) -+ P, GL(N @ A). Denote by G, 
and HD, the respective images of G and H. By the lemma preceding the 
statement of the theorem, G, and Hu, are subgroups of P,TL(M@ ,,O) and 
P, fL(N @ dD,), respectively, that are full of projective transvections, 
relative to D(M @ A)” and D,(N @ A)#. 
By 5.3 of [ 131, its extension [ 19 ] to dimensions >3, and by the proof of 
6.7 of [ 131, there is either 
(1) a semilinear isomorphism 
g,:WO,4+VOJ’,)~, 
such that the diagram 
commutes, where Qs, is given by conjugation by g, , or 
(2) (and this alternative is possible only if dim(M @ *D) = 
dim(N @ ,,,D,) is finite, so that in particular D(M@A)“= (MO ,,D)*), 
there is a semilinear isomorphism 
such that the diagram 
Cw@n P, GL(M @ *D) ___t P,GL((M@ ,,D)*)L P,GL(N@ dD,) 
commutes, where a,,, is conjugation by h, . 
Observe that rank M = rank N in either case. 
(1) Take the g, situation. Let q: D -+ D, be the isomorphism 
underlying g, and put ,4, = p-‘(d). Let M, = g; ‘(N @ A). It is easily seen 
that M, E !lJI,,! is free, contained in M @ ,,D and that 
rank M, = dim(M @ ?\D),, . 
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Put GL(M,) = {a E GL(M @ ,,D) 1 aM, = M,}, and observe that 
GK,P, GL(M,) = P, GL(N @I A). 
Applying the commutator operator shows that 
@&PI SL(M,) = P, SL(N @ A). 
The initial commutative diagram now yields that G, E P, GL(M,) and since 
H,,, 2 P, SL(N @ d), that G, 2 P, SL(M,). Therefore, 
P, SL(M @ A) c G, c P, GL(M,) 
and 
P, SL(M,) c G, G P, GL(M @ A). 
By an application of (2.21), there is a set of equivalence data 
(AA 1, d’,,~ ,,,Q,,zw) 
satisfying the conditions required by the theorem, such that 
M, = (M@A)P 
in M@ (\D. 
Consider the injection 
given by the inclusion P -+ D. It is clear that the image is (M @ A)P = M, . 
Denote the composite 
M@,P- (M@A)PAN@A-,N 
by g. Observe that g is a semilinear isomorphism from M@ !,P onto IV 
relative to the isomorphism o: /i , + A. Note also that 
and hence that GL(M @ A) = GL((M @ A)P). 
Consider the diagram 
P,GL(M@A)=P,GL((M@A)P)““‘P,GL(N@A) 
A .A A 
I . 
PGL(M) 2 PGL(M @ ,,P) --=+ PGL(N) 
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where the maps on the bottom are induced by the equivalences F,: 
w* + Tl, and FR’: W,,, + YR,, and the middle map is induced by o @ l,, + 
a@ 1,. The square on the right commutes by (2.2) and the definition of g. 
The square on the left commutes trivially. 
Putting the initial commutative diagram together with the one above. gives 
@ = F’F;IG. 
(2) Consider now the second of the alternatives developed in the 
beginning of the proof. Observe that rank M = rank N is finite in this case. 
Let 
k: M@ ,hoDo+ (Ma ,,,D)* 
be defined by (k(f@ d)](m @ d,) = df(m)d,. It is easy to see that k is an 
isomorphism of right DO-spaces. Denote the composite 
(M” 0 ,,oD”)” ~(MO,D)XZ+(NOAD,),, 
by g,. 
Form the diagram 
The isomorphisms ak , and Gp,, are those induced by conjugation by k- ’ 
and g,, respectively. The middle map is the restriction of 
PGL(M*) -+ P, GL(M* 3 A’) c P, GL(M* @ ,,uD’) 
induced by o + o @ lljJ, where M* @ A0 is the image of M* under 
M* + M* @ ,,.,D’. The group GL(M* O/i”) is the group of elements of 
GL(M* @ AcD”) that stabilize M* @ ,4’. 
Refer to the diagram and note that the outside polygon commutes, since 
the second diagram at the beginning of the proof does. The left portion of the 
diagram commutes also. To see this, let u E GL(M) be arbitrary and check 
that (a’) -’ @ l,,, = km.‘((a@ lD)‘) .‘k, as elements in GL(M* @ ,,c,Do), or 
equivalently that k((o’)-’ @ lDO) = ((a @ In)‘) ‘k. This is straightforward. 
Therefore, the diagram 
P, GL(M* @ ,,oD”) 3 P, GL(N @ dD,) 
A A 
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commutes. Let C,(G),, be the image of C,(G) in P, GL(M* o/i”). It is 
clear, via derived groups, that C,(G),1 2 P, SL(M* @ ,4”). Now proceed as 
in (1). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. This theorem does not extend to rank 2 situations. Refer to [4 1 
and [ 61 for some of the difficulties involved. Incidentally, Remarks (1) and 
(2) following (3.1) carry over to this situation also. 
(3.3a) COROLLARY. Suppose ME ‘JJZ,, and NE mm, are free of ranks 
23. Let @: G + PGL(N) be a monomorphism with Q(G) 3 PSL(N). 
Then there is either, 
(I ) a category equioalence F: m,, + W, such that F(M) = N. and 
cp = &;, 
or (and this is impossible if either rank is infinite), 
(2) a category equivalence E: m,,, + YJJImd such that E(M”) = N and 
@ = EC,, (;. 
Proof. Take F = F”Fp or E = FhFu. Q.E.D. 
(3.3b) COROLLARY. Suppose M E m,, and NE $m,, are free of ranks >,3 
with rank ~Mfinite. Then the following are equiaalent: 
(I ) There is a category equicalence F: !JJu1,, + ‘m’332, with F(M) = N, 01 
E: ‘33;,, --+ ‘YJl, with E(M*) = N. 
(2) GL(A4) = GL(N). 
(3) PGL(M) z PGL(N). 
(4) SL(M) .- SL(N). 
(5) PSL(M) = P%,(N). 
ProoJ Refer to (3.2a). 
Remark. If rank M is infinite, the same thing holds if the E-situation is 
dropped in (1). 
30. A Counterexample 
An immediate question regarding Theorem (3.3) and its corollaries is the 
question as to whether the assumptions on the modules M and N can be 
weakened. Do they, for example, hold for finitely generated projectives? The 
answer is a definite no! Refer to [ 16 1 for the concepts and facts below. 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. Let A be a central 
simple algebra over K and let /i and A be R-orders in A. Assume that n 2 n 
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and that M is a right A-lattice. Then clearly M is also a right A-lattice and 
by Example 1, p. 378 of [ 16 J, 
GL(M,) = GL(M,). 
Since Cen A = Cen A = R, the same thing is true for the corresponding 
projctive groups. If A and A are hereditary orders, then by (10.7) of [ 16 1, M 
is projective (and finitely generated and faithful) both as A and A-module. 
Now specialize to the case where K is a totally real number field and A is 
a positive definite quaternion division algebra over K. Refer to Sections 1 
and 2 of 1151. Let A be an arbitrary hereditary R-order in A. The primes p 
for which the completion A, is not maximal in A, are precisely the Eichler 
primes. Therefore, if r is the number of such primes, then by (40.9) of [ 161, 
Card(Picent A) = h . 2’, 
where h is the class number of K. In particular by (11.6) of [ 16 J, A is 
maximal o Card(Picent A) = h. It follows from (37.9) of [ 161, that if A and 
A are hereditary R-orders in A with A maximal and A not: then the rings A 
and A are not Morita equivalent. 
By (40.1) of [ 161, the canonical involution - of A preserves hereditary R- 
orders; it also preserves the maximal ones. For any R-order A in A observe 
that A0 Y 2; and that A and A0 are the only twists of A since A has no zero 
divisors. In summary, 
(3.4) Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field a totally real 
number Jield, and let A be a positive definite quaternion algebra ocer K. Let 
A and A be hereditary R-orders in A with A$ A and A maximal. Let M be 
any A-lattice. Then 
(1) GL(M,,) = GL(M,), 
(2) PGL(M,) = PGL(M,), and 
(3) no twist of A is Morita equivalent o A. 
Observe that while M,, is a progenerator, Md is not. If it were, then since 
End(M,) = End(M,) by Example 1, p. 378 of [ 161, A and A would be 
Morita equivalent. 
Nufe added in proo/: Recently, V. Pctechuk in, Automorphisms of matrix groups over 
commutative rings, MUI. Sbornik Il7(159) (4) (1982), 534-547. has completed the 
McDonald-Waterhouse classification of the automorphisms of GL,(R) for n > 3 with R an 
arbitrary commutative ring. He also extends the theory to SL,(R) and E,(R). For n > 4 the 
automorphisms appear to be standard in the sense (nonprojective) of Proposition (*) of the 
introduction. Surprisingly, however, there are nonstandard automorphisms in the case n = 3. 
Further, M. Bolla in, “Characterizing Isomorphisms of Endomorphism Rings of 
Progenerator Modules,” Thesis, University of Notre Dame, 1982, has shown that any ring 
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isomorphism between endomorphism rings of progenerators. over arbitrary associative rings. 
is induced by an equivalence between the underlying categories of modules. He also 
determines the interrelationships between the functorial and semilinear descriptions of these 
isomorphisms. 
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